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Front Cover Photo: Over fifty years ago, Comptche’s Frank Tunzi was a leader in the concept of “Light Touch”
forestry, using small equipment to thin second-growth redwood and Douglas Fir forests to promote future harvests.
Here, one of his Caterpillar D-4 crawler tractors, with catskinner John Bolton at the controls, pulls a rubber-tired
logging arch in a stand of second growth redwood. (Buddy Stenbach photo)
Roots Board of Directors Meetings
The Roots Board of Directors meets on the second
Thursday of each month at 6:00 PM. The remaining
meetings scheduled for 2012 are:
August 9
September 13
October 11
November 8
All members and volunteers are encouraged to attend.

Officers and Board of Directors: 2011 – 2012
President/Director ......................... Jerry Moore
Vice President/Director ................. Troy James
Secretary........................................... Carol Jones
Treasurer/Director .......................... Jack Wade
Director ............................................ Kirk Graux
Director ............................................ Chuck Jones
Director ............................................ Keith Rongey

Contact Jerry Moore at 707-664-8100 for meeting
locations.

Director ............................................ Dirk Johnson

Roots of Motive Power Inc.
This journal is the official publication of Roots of
Motive Power, Inc., an organization dedicated to the
preservation and restoration of logging and railroad
equipment representative of California’s North Coast
Region, 1850s to the present.

Librarian/Webmaster...................... Dirk Johnson

Membership is $35.00 Annually.
Regular members vote for officers and directors
who decide the general policy and direction of the
organization.
Roots of Motive Power displays and demonstrations
are located next to the Mendocino County Museum, at
420 East Commercial St.
Willits, California.

Curator ............................................. Troy James

2012 Roots Sponsored Events in Willits
August 19
Annual Meeting, Election of Officers
September 8 & 9
Roots of Motive Power Steam Festival
December 1
Holiday Express
Correction
In the April Highline, Volume 30, Number 1, Jimmy
Booth was omitted from the list of volunteers on
Page 54 who helped unload the riding car from
Camp 6.

Newsletter deadlines for contributors: February 15 for
the April issue; June 15 for the August issue; October
15 for the December issue.
Mailing Address:
Roots of Motive Power, Inc.
PO Box 1540
Willits, CA 95490-1540
Newsletter Editor
Dirk Johnson
email: dirk@dirk-johnson.com

For additional information, please visit our website at
http://rootsofmotivepower.com

Back Cover Photo: The ultimate in steam donkey
evolution was the Lidgerwood steel spar skidder.
Originally built in New York, these giant donkeys first
appeared in the Washington woods in 1916.
In 1922, a deal was struck between Lidgerwood
Co. and Puget Sound Iron and Steel Works of Tacoma to
form Lidgerwood Pacific Co.
Beginning in 1923, dozens of these huge steam
logging machines were built in Tacoma, Washington,
including Weyerhaeuser Tower Number Three, pictured
in the photograph. (Roots of Motive Power Collection)

From The President’s Desk
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By Jerry Moore, President

service during Roots events. Trackmaster Jim Bruggere
continues the never-ending job of keeping the track in
service while adding an additional parking spur. Alan
Spivak with Keith Rongey appear to have answered
the mystery of why the Estep yarder has had a dead
cylinder and are looking forward to hearing the new
distinctive lope of a 6 cylinder diesel of that size.
Roots had a good teaching-sized group for the
Steam Engineering and Safety Class in April and
the Railroad Operating and Safety Class in the first
weekend of June. An assortment of machines and
volunteers went to the Pacific Coast Dream Machine
show in Half Moon Bay at the end of April under the
direction of Project Manager Troy James. Mid May
found Roots volunteers running speeders for Heritage
Days to the enjoyment of those attending the first day
of Little League season. Don Ford served as driver of
the 1927 Model TT truck loaned to the Museum from
the Roots collection for use in the July 4th parade.
Roots entries consisted of the 1924 Buffalo Springfield
steam driven Road Roller, the 1918 Ross Straddle
Lumber Carrier, and the 1926 Mack Dump Truck.
The last two entries provided more entertainment
than we expected when the Ross Lumber Carrier
decided it would stall literally in the middle of the road
about two-thirds
of the way through
the parade. The
following parade
entries streamed by
on either side while
support crew at the
yard responded to a
radioed call for help,
gathering everything
they could think of,
and drove the yard
cart against parade
traffic. As happens
when things don’t
go as planned, the
crowd gravitated to
the hold-up to watch
what was going on.
A quick assessment
The 1928 Ross Lumber Carrier before it broke down in the Willits July 4 Parade, Kirk Graux is indicated that usual
driving, Layla Torres and Mendy Graux are riding. (Photo by Bobbie Yokum)
remedies would not
Summer arrived at her own pace and eventually
allowed warm and dry days to arrive. The Roots crews
offered silent thanks as they continued about their
projects, making allowances for wet soil remaining
from the winter flood. In addition to their normal
duties, Chris Baldo, Troy James and James Anson,
Jr. have been occupied all year with processing and
transferring equipment from Camp 6, as you will
note in the following pages. Roots volunteers have
gathered to help with equipment unloading as new-tous treasure has arrived from Washington State. Special
thanks go to Bill Daniel for bringing his crane and
helping to lift the heavy items.
Don Ford, Chuck Jones, and Rick Lewis
continued the in-frame overhaul of the Eureka
Southern crane engine, while Don Ford, Chuck Jones,
Dave Tahja, Deb Smith, and James Maddock near
completion on the rebuild of the Bucyrus Erie 50-B
crowd engine. Kirk Graux, Jerry Moore, and James
Maddock pulled the ailing pressure pump from the
water truck to diagnose its inability to build pressure.
Several items were noted in need of repair, with Chuck
Jones and Don Ford taking on those tasks. Jeff Bradley
and Rick Martin are painting the interior of the
trainmasters office in preparation for its being put into
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apply and we were pondering if we could push such a
vehicle out of the way when we heard the rough growl
of Roots’ very own Mack truck approaching. A peek
around the corner showed the Mack was 3 or 4 entries
behind and would arrive in a few minutes. Chains
were attached as the Mack passed and backed up to the
stalled Ross and was hooked up at the hitch pin. We
held our breath while we watched the Mack take the
load and start to move forward with no apparent effort
while the crowd, which had grown considerably since
the drama began, whooped, whistled, and cheered
their approval. Such is a parade on July 4th in Willits.
Next up on the schedule is the annual meeting
at the Engine House at 4:00pm on August 19th.
Those who wish to put their name on the ballot
for Director should send an email to: wbromp@
rootsofmotivepower.com. Directors for the new fiscal
year will be elected and they will in turn elect Officers
to serve for 2012-2013. Roots will provide beef tri-tip
and pork loin and attending members are asked to
bring potluck salad and dessert to finish out the meal.

The Steam Festival is on September 8 and 9,
with our friends from the Early Days Gas Engine &
Tractor Association in attendance with their examples
of modern conveniences of a bygone day. Look for
inserts in this issue about the Roots Steam Festival and
the inaugural Willits Kinetic Carnivale presented by
the Mendocino County Museum and Roots. Scheduled
events include a Handcar Regatta and Races at the
Depot tracks, a Grand Ball in the Engine House on
Saturday night, and vendors and performers within
the Recreation Grove Park during the day. The Roots
Board feels it can no longer gift BBQ tickets to the
membership, but Roots members can present the
membership card found within this issue for free
admittance to the Kinetic Carnivale. Look to the flyers
inside for more specific information.
If I don’t see you at the annual meeting then I
hope to see you at the Steam Festival, where you can
take a train or speeder ride and look over the new
pieces from Camp 6.

Chuck Jones in the Mack truck driver seat at the start of the parade, long before he rescued the Ross Lumber Carrier.
Waving from the truck bed is Nicole Moore. In back are Jeff Bradley and Rick Martin. (Photo by Bobbie Yokum)

Frank Tunzi:
The First Of The Ecologgers
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by Chris Baldo and Theron Brown

In today’s logging woods, harvesting timber with
a light touch on other forest resources such as water
quality, aquatic and terrestrial life, botanical diversity,
and promoting the next forest crop is not only socially
desirable, but is required by law.
Priorities in the post-war era were different, and
the sheer size and weight of the old-growth redwood
resource demanded equipment with ever increasing
horsepower. Fleets of Caterpillar D-8s and International
TD-24s carved the landscape of Mendocino County to
extract a valuable resource.

While most in the industry focused on the oldgrowth resource, a few turned their eyes to the vast
stands of second growth redwood timber resulting from
earlier logging, which began on the Mendocino coast in
the 1860s.
Eschewing tradition, Comptche’s Frank Tunzi was a
logging pioneer in light touch forestry, snaking logs out of
the woods with tiny Caterpillar D-4 tractors pulling rubbertired arches. Change came to the redwood logging industry
in incremental steps, and Frank Tunzi’s contributions
showed the way for generations of future loggers.

Don Philbrick’s School Section mill near Comptche, where Frank Tunzi Jr. first went to work after arriving from King City. A mill
on the site was built in 1939 by Bill Johnson and Matt Thompson, and was acquired by Don Philbrick in 1945. The sawmill slash
fell off the end of the green chain and was pushed into a burn pile with a tractor. The mill employed 38 men and was a major
contributor to the Comptche economy until the mill burned in 1964 and was not rebuilt. (Jack Sweeley photo)
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Born in 1923 in King City, California, hard work
and tough times were ingrained in Frank Tunzi at an
early age. Frank’s parents, Frank Sr. and Mary, owned
a small farm near King City where they grew sugar
beets, always struggling to make ends meet, especially
during the depression years.
Frank graduated from King City High School in
1942, and immediately joined the U.S. Navy, serving
on a Liberty Ship in the Pacific theatre. Frank returned
home from the war to King City. With the post-war
economy slow to get started and jobs scarce, Frank
spent much of his time with his similarly unemployed
Navy buddies, whose penchant for partying and
drinking was alarming to Frank’s parents.
About this time King City was expanding its
boundary and was pushing for the annexation of the
Tunzi Ranch. After seeing an advertisement in the
Cultivator Magazine for a farm for sale in northern
California at Comptche, Frank Sr., Frank Jr., and an
uncle paid a visit to Comptche to inspect the property.
Their visit happened to coincide with an event at the
Comptche Grange Hall. After a day of baseball games,
BBQs, and dancing, the Tunzi family was hooked on
the ranch property and the community of Comptche.
The double-circle saw headrig at the Philbrick School Section
In 1946, Frank’s mother and father sold the
Mill where Frank Tunzi became a sawyer.
farm in King City and purchased a 500 acre ranch a
(Jerry Philbrick photo)
few miles west of Comptche, at the site of the once
prosperous community of Melbourne. The Tunzi
Ranch in King City is now
the site of the King City
Fairgrounds, and the small
Tunzi house still stands as a
monument to the harsh dryland farming life.
The Comptche ranch
straddled a divide between
two major drainages, Big
River to the north and west,
and the Albion River to
the south. Albion Lumber
Company’s railroad grade
along Tom Bell Creek
passed through the property
near Albion’s Camp 10,
and Mendocino Lumber
Company’s railroad grade
on Laguna Creek feeding
the splash dam system on
“Setter” Ray Bremer riding the carriage at the Philbrick mill showing the BeeGee hydraulic
Big River lay to the north
log turner. The Setter would position the log on the carriage for the next saw line based on
(continued on page 6) hand signals provided by the sawyer (Buddy Stenbach photo)
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The heavy black line shows the boundary of the Tunzi Ranch at Melbourne, after Frank Tunzi was able to purchase additional
property from Union Lumber Company. The Albion Lumber Company railroad extends up Tom Bell Creek from the southwest,
and the Mendocino Lumber Company railroad down to the log dump at Big River runs to the northwest.
(Roots of Motive Power collection)
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and west of the divide. No more than a mile separated
railroads of the two logging giants. Like most of the
farms carved out of the forests in western Mendocino
County, ranching duties on the Tunzi Ranch entailed
considerable effort fighting back the redwood and
Douglas fir trees that waged a relentless battle to reoccupy any open ground.
Frank Sr’s interests were in farming, not timber,
and he endeavored to make the open ground on the
Tunzi Ranch produce saleable commodities, chickens,
hogs, sheep, and cattle, ignoring as best he could the
rapidly growing second growth redwood on the ranch.
Frank Sr. was successful in his activities, and used his
hard-earned money to expand the ranch, purchasing
additional lands from Union Lumber Company to
increase the total to 1150 acres.
Frank Jr. moved from King City to Comptche
with his parents. While helping with the family
ranch activities in any available hours, Frank felt an
attraction to the timber industry and began working
at Don Philbrick’s School Section sawmill east of
Comptche.
His first job at the mill was as night watchman, a
necessity in that era because of the threat of fire from
constantly smoldering piles of sawmill slash. Frank
worked his way up through the ranks at the sawmill,
Walter “Buddy” Stenbach as a young man when he went to
riding the carriage as a setter, and later becoming a
work for Frank Tunzi. (Buddy Stenbach photo)
sawyer, one of the most important positions in the
mill.
Perhaps Frank’s farming roots
began stirring. He decided to leave
the confines of the sawmill and try
his hand at harvesting timber and
became a logger. His first logging
machine was a World War II surplus
Allis Chalmers tractor that he
purchased from Don Philbrick. The
tractor was only equipped with a
drawbar, not a winch, which made
the already difficult and dangerous
job of logging more so. Frank began
logging on the many private parcels
near Comptche, as well as on the
family ranch at Melbourne owned by
his parents.
Early in his logging career,
Frank met a young and capable
Comptche native, Walter “Buddy”
The Big River Lumber Company on Whalebone Hill, east of Comptche, was one of
Stenback.
many sawmills built by Walter Stenbach Sr. The mill was owned by Al Johnson and
(continued on page 9) Frank Perriman, who later moved the mill to Comptche. (Buddy Stenbach photo)
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The Big River Lumber Company sawmill on Whalebone Hill under construction, under the direction of Walter
Stenbach Sr. Often the sawmill was used to cut the timbers and lumber for its own construction.
(Buddy Stenbach photo)

The Philbrook & Sons Mill at Philo in Anderson Valley, still in the construction phase, another of the sawmills
built by Walter Stenbach Sr. This was a classic post-World War II sawmill powered by GM diesel engines.
(Buddy Stenbach photo)
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Taking a slice off a large Douglas fir log with the double-circle saw headrig at the Philbrook & Sons Mill in
Anderson Valley while the mill is under construction by Walter Stenbach. (Buddy Stenbach photo)

Frank Tunzi (left) and Buddy Stenbach (second from left) at the Lions Club Convention at Hoberg’s Resort in
Lake County. After Buddy went to work for George Rau, a forester and surveyer, Buddy and George did all of
Frank Tunzi’s forestry work. (Buddy Stenbach photo)

The timber industry in
Mendocino County began
in the 1860s. By the 1950s,
much of the original cut-over
timberland was covered by
thick second growth timber
that responded well to thinning.
(Buddy Stenbach photo)

Buddy’s father Walter
had come to Comptche
from Minnesota in the
early 1920s. There he met
a young woman from one
of Comptche’s pioneer
families, Mania Junttila.
They were married and
began a family.
Walter Sr. began
working in some of the
local sawmills as a millwright and sawyer.
His millwright and construction skills were
a rare commodity around Comptche. As the
number of sawmills and shingle mills began
to increase, he soon had a full-time job
designing and building mills for a variety of
entrepreneurs.
Buddy grew up watching and working
on his father’s many projects. After the end
of World War II when the timber industry
in Comptche was expanding tremendously
and there was a shortage of workers, Buddy
began his own career by hauling shingle
bolts and other split materials from the
woods to the shingle mills with a low-geared
1927 Chevrolet flatbed.
Intrigued by Frank Tunzi’s unique
logging operation, Buddy went to work for
Frank in 1952. Buddy would leave Tunzi’s
operation in 1961, going to work for Ukiah
forester and surveyor, George Rau. George
Rau would do most of Frank Tunzi’s forestry
and surveying work over the years, and
Buddy and Frank would remain close
friends.
Frank knew that his Allis Chalmers
tractor was inadequate, and when money
allowed he purchased the first of two
(continued on page 12)
A dense stand of second growth timber being
thinned by Frank Tunzi. (Buddy Stenbach photo)
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Even after thinning a significant portion of the second growth stand, a healthy forest continues to grow on one of Frank
Tunzi’s logging jobs. (Buddy Stenbach photo)

Frank Tunzi’s Caterpillar D-4 and arch pull a nice turn of second growth logs to the landing in a dense stand of second
growth redwood and Douglas fir. (Buddy Stenbach photo)
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Above: Fred Mickey,
a logger from Willits,
developed a reputation
similar to Frank Tunzi’s
for his conscientious
efforts to promote the
health of the next crop
of timber in thinning
second growth. Here Fred
Mickey loads Douglas fir
with his new Caterpillar
955H loader. (Bill
Stockley photo, Roots of
Motive Power collection)
At right: With the arch
lifting the lead end of a
log off the ground, even
a D-4 tractor can move
a big log on occasion.
(Buddy Stenbach photo)
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Caterpillar D-4
crawler tractors,
equipped with a
winch, and a D-4
scale logging arch.
Crawler tractors
pulling logging
arches were standard
equipment in the
woods, but on a much
larger scale. The
arches provided lift to
raise the logs above
stumps, rocks, and
other obstacles during
the skidding process,
while transferring
the weight of the load
from the tractor’s
final drives to the
wheels or tracks of
A Frank Tunzi Caterpillar D-4 and arch moves a turn of logs. (Buddy Stenbach photo)
the arch.

Frank Tunzi’s Model LD-8 Scoopmobile at the Tunzi Ranch in Comptche, which he purchased used from Don Philbrick. The
articulated hydraulic loaders had design features ahead of their time, and proved to be a very tough machine.
(Tunzi family collection)
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Don Philbrick purchased a larger articulated Scoopmobile for his School Section sawmill, after he sold the LD-8 to Frank Tunzi.
The Philbrick machine was equipped with top clamps for handling logs, a big improvement over the Tunzi machine.
(Jerry Philbrick photo)

Frank’s
contributions were
twofold, First, to scale
down the tractorarch logging system
to a smaller size. The
smaller and lighter
tractor resulted in
less soil compaction,
the narrower blade
allowed him to fit
between trees in
the thinned stand
of timber, and
the arch resulted
in a minimum of
soil disturbance.
Second, he placed
a high value on the
condition of the leave
stand, providing
John Bolton, one of Frank Tunzi’s longtime employees. Other longtime employees were chokersetter Bill
“Billy Buck” Mankinew, and timberfallers Roy Fayne and Ron Mitchell. (Buddy Stenbach photo)
for a healthy,
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Buddy Stenbach bucking logs at Glen Blair on one of Frank Tunzi’s logging operations. (Buddy Stenbach collection)

vigorous, and
visually appealing
forest after harvest
that would provide
continuous harvest
and employment.
George Rau
Jr. recalled that his
father loved working
for Frank Tunzi and
the few other loggers
such as Willits’ Fred
Mickey, that shared
the rare ethic of
working to improve
the forest for the next
harvest.
To accompany
his Caterpillar D-4
tractors, Frank
A Frank Tunzi Caterpillar D-4 and arch pulling a big one. (Buddy Stenbach collection)

(continued on page 16)
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An old model LJ Mack driven by Lloyd Lowe pulls out of the Tunzi Ranch at Comptche. The truck was #79 from the Chris Nicolos’
Redwood Construction fleet before being sold to Lowe. Chris Nicolos moved his trucking operation to Arcata in the late 1950s.
(Tunzi family collection.)

One of the shortcomings of logging with Caterpillar D-4s was the difficulty of building road in rocky ground. Such road
construction usually necessitated the use of powder to blast the rock. Here Buddy Stenbach drills holes in preparation for
blasting. (Buddy Stenbach collection.)
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purchased a used
Scoopmobile LD-8
loading machine
from Don Philbrick.
The Wagner
brothers of Portland,
Oregon, were
involved in the
manufacture of a
variety of equipment,
including the first
mobile cement
trucks built by
a subsidiary,
Mixermobile
Manufacturers.
Needing a nimble
loading machine
to accompany
the cement mixer
business, the Wagner

The result of one of Buddy Stenbach’s blasting projects in road construction for Tunzi’s Caterpillar D-4
(continued on page 18) tractors. (Buddy Stenbach collection.)

A Model B Mack owned by A. J. Pinoli of Philo hauls piling from a Frank Tunzi logging show at Glen Blair.
(Buddy Stenbach photo.)

Another view of A. J.
Pinoli’s Model B Mack
at Glen Blair about
1960. The truck was
one of the first in the
area to be equipped
with stakes, rather
than conventional
“cheese blocks” on the
bunks. These stakes
were known as MGM
stakes, and were
made to attach to
conventional cheese
block style bunks.
(Buddy Stenbach
collection.)
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Loading long piling on the landing at Glen Blair with an A-frame on a Frank Tunzi logging operation.
(Buddy Stenbach collection.)
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brothers developed
the Scoopmobile
loader. They introduced the Model
LD-5 in 1953, and by
1956 were producing
three larger versions,
the LD-8, the LD-15
and the LD-20.
The LD
models were the first
articulated hydraulic
front end loaders,
and it would be more
than a decade before
Caterpillar and other
manufacturers would
adopt the innovative
design.
The forks on
Tunzi’s LD-8 were not
equipped with top
clamps. Often truck
drivers were asked to
load themselves. The
unique articulated
machine without top
clamps made for some
interesting times on
the landing.
Frank would
later purchase an early
1950s Mack model LJ
log truck, equipped
as a short-logger,
with Tunzi Timber
Products proudly
emblazoned on the
door. Like most
loggers, being in the
trucking business was
not Frank’s first choice
of activities, just one
of the necessary evils
of the business.
Among the
drivers of the truck
were Billy Salo, who
left his job with
Don Philbrick after

A Frank Tunzi landing at Glen Blair for loading piling. The A-frame with the Caterpillar D-4 to load is
much more efficient that the Scoopmobile without top clamps for loading long piling.
(Buddy Stenbach photo.)

A peeling bar and chain saw on the Frank Tunzi landing at Glen Blair were vital tools to
manufacture piling to specification. (Buddy Stenbach collection.)
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the Philbrick mill burned to
the ground in 1964. Frank was
happy to sell the truck to Larry
McDonald, who continued to do
most of the Tunzi log hauling.
Frank Tunzi’s approach to
logging brought him a steady list
of clients. The post-war building
boom was in full force, and the
demand for studs for construction
established a market for small logs,
the product of Tunzi’s thinning
operations. Log demand for small
log stud mills, such as MendoCoast, north of Fort Bragg,
Aborigine Lumber Company,
south of Fort Bragg, and the
Buxton mill at Albion, was steady
and fostered a whole new interest
in the second growth forests in the
County.
Frank logged on some large
ownerships for many years, such as
the Frank Hyman property in Little
Valley, close to the old Glen Blair
mill site and the Ken McDonald
property near Union Lumber’s
Company Ranch.
The Glen Blair property in
particular contained beautiful
stands of tall, straight Douglas fir
suitable for piling. Frank Tunzi’s
slow, careful logging technique
was ideal for manufacturing a
product like long piling that had
to be snaked out of the woods
Frank Tunzi with his wife Nancy, son Larry, and son Tim on the way, at the Tunzi
without damaging the piling or
Ranch in Comptche. Larry owns and manages the Tunzi Ranch today.
the leave stand. Piling had rigid
(Tunzi family collection.)
manufacturing specifications for
mechanical damage, straightness, and ring count, and
and surveyor George Rau played a vital role in
had to be debarked by hand on the landing with all
these real estate activities, providing timber cruise
knots carefully trimmed.
information and locating the all-important property
In addition to logging for non-industrial
boundaries.
timberland owners, Frank also purchased several
Some years in the logging business are better
parcels of timberland over the years. On these parcels, than others, and Larry Tunzi remembers one partiFrank would develop road access, harvest the timber,
cularly bad year when his father needed to borrow
construct house pads, develop water or any other
money from the local bank. The loan officer stopped by
needed improvements, and then sell the real estate.
the Tunzi Ranch to visit and verify the number of cows
These real estate investments were a very luclisted on the loan documents. In those days, cattle were
rative part of Frank Tunzi’s many activities. Forester
valuable, and as such were listed as collateral for a loan.
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After retiring from active logging operations, Frank Tunzi spent many years working on his ranch with his beloved
Caterpillar D-4. (Tunzi family collection.)

“So off the banker and Frank went in the middle
of winter,” Larry Tunzi said, “up a steep, muddy hill
in a Jeep to count the number of head. On their way
to where the cattle were located, they hit a bad spot
in the road and the Jeep turned on its side. They were
eventually able to get the Jeep back on four wheels
again, and immediately the banker, who was now
scared to death, said ‘That’s enough. . . I have seen
plenty.’ The loan papers were signed the next day.”
In 1958, in the midst of his logging endeavors,
Frank met and married Nancy Long, a city girl from
Los Angeles. The couple had two sons, Larry and
Tim. Larry operates the Tunzi Ranch today, grazing
cattle in the open prairies, and actively managing
the timberland with a sustainable annual harvest.
Larry also serves as the Fire Chief of the Comptche
Volunteer Fire Department.
Frank had been successful enough in his logging
work to purchase the ranch from his father by the late
1950s.
Frank Sr. passed away in Comptche in 1959.
Mary passed away in King City a few years later.

By the late 1960s, Frank Tunzi began focusing
his energy on the Tunzi Ranch in Comptche, and
became less involved in logging. Before the repeal of
the ad valorem timber tax in the early 1970s, the State
timber tax policy on standing timber forced Frank to
sell 600 acres of the ranch to Boise Cascade, the new
owners of the old Union Lumber Company property.
For a brief time, Frank was involved in the buying and
selling of used sawmill equipment, after scrapping the
old Crawford sawmill in Covelo for Louisiana Pacific.
Frank Tunzi passed away in July of 1991.
In an era when any aspiring logger had the
opportunity to acquire a used Caterpillar D-8 and
carve a niche in the landscape for himself, Frank
Tunzi had a different vision of growing a crop. From
the dusty soils of King City, toiling to nurture a crop
of sugar beets against all odds, he grasped some
now simple forestry concepts of protecting the earth,
nurturing the next crop, and reaping the rewards of
your labor in the future. We all owe Frank Tunzi a debt
of gratitude for showing us the way.
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Restoration of the Bucyrus-Erie 50-B
Winch Hoist and Crowd Engine
by James Maddock, Edited by Dirk Johnson

is complete and restoration of the crowd engine is 95%
complete. The crowd engine awaits final assembly.
A test run with air will be made at the end of July,
at about the time this article is being printed, and in
August it will be steamed up to seat bushings and
for a final test run before the Roots of Motive Power
steamup in September.
Bucyrus-Erie And Model 50-B
The Bucyrus Company manufactured the
first 50-B in 1922, five years before Bucyrus merged
with Erie Engine Works. Between 1922 and 1934,
the company manufactured 534 of the universal

The Bucyrus-Erie 50-B, S/N 1500, at work on its first job, the
San Gabriel Highline Road Project, 1933.
(Roots of Motive Power Collection)

The Bucyrus-Erie 50-B is one of the crown jewels
in the Roots of Motive Power collection. Guy Atkinson
donated the machine to Roots after Jack Wade and
Chris Baldo made a successful proposal in response
to a Guy F. Atkinson Company RFP. Duane Atkinson
wanted to find the steam shovel a good home. We’re
grateful that he did.
Restoration work on the 50-B boom winch and
crowd engine was accomplished by Don Ford, Chuck
Jones, Dave Tahja, Deb Smith, Red Halder and James
Maddock. At this writing, the boom winch restoration

September 5, 1993, the spiffed up 50-B, at its first Roots Steamup: Ken McCrary at the controls as Chris Baldo wrestles with
the crowd engine. (Roots of Motive Power Collection)

excavators in its Evanston, Indiana plant. “Universal”
is the industry term for a machine that can be easily
converted from a basic shovel to a dragline, clamshell,
or crane. The model donated to Roots by Guy F.
Atkinson Company was used primarily as a shovel, but
was used as a crane on the Tower of the Sun amd other
structures on Treasure Island for the 1939 World’s Fair.

November 7, 1992: the Bucyrus-Erie 50-B, S/N 1500, being
readied in South San Francisco for shipment to Willits.
(Roots of Motive Power Collection)

Bucyrus-Erie 50-B, Serial Number 1500
The 50-B donated to Roots, serial number 1500,
and its twin, serial number 1501, were bought by
Guy Atkinson for use on the 1932 - 1933 San Gabriel
Highline Road project, which was possibly the largest
project of its kind ever attempted. Though Bucyrus-
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Erie continued to make electric and diesel models of
the 50-B until 1934, these two were probably the last
steam models manufactured.
Although by that time steam was generally
considered obsolete, mainly due to the difficulties
of supplying water and fuel and of finding qualified
operators, the Atkinsons felt that there was no better
power for a shovel than steam.
The San Gabriel job had a good supply of water
and fuel and the company had qualified operators.
Besides, the price of $25,000 for two Bucyrus-Erie
50-Bs was about half the cost of a single diesel shovel
of similar capacity.
After the San Gabriel job, the history of the 50-B,
serial number 1500, was as follows:
• 1934: Bonneville Dam;
• 1937: as a crane to build the 1939 Golden Gate
International Exposition on Treasure Island,
San Francisco, California;
• 1938: Hansen Dam;
• 1940: Naval Ordnance Depot,
Bellemont, Arizona;
• 1943: Neah Bay, Washington.
At the end of 1943, it was sent to the Guy F.
Atkinson Long Beach yard, where it remained until it
was used for its last job, for about six months in 1946
on the Los Angeles River. After this it was stored, first
in Long Beach, California, and then in South San
Francisco, California, until it was acquired by Roots in
1992 and shipped to Willits.
On November 29, 1954, the B-50’s twin, serial
number 1501, was sold for scrap to Calumet Iron and
Metal Company in Long Beach for $981.80.

The crowd engine before it was removed for restoration.

Don Ford holds the boom winch gear assembly shortly after it
was removed.

Boom Winch and Crowd Engine Restoration
James Maddock had been a member of Roots for
several years when he became aware of the problems
the 50-B was having.
The boom was non-functional. People described
to me various futile attempts to get it to work. In
retrospect, it’s lucky that it didn’t work because it was
so badly damaged that it would have shortly ground
itself to powder.
In addition, the crowd engine was beating itself
to pieces because its valve mechanism was poorly
adjusted. In late 2010, I began to formulate a plan to
repair and restore the boom winch and the crowd
engine.
Boom Winch
The rope that was on the drum was sized too big
and we had to cut it all into short lengths and take it
out in pieces. When we got the drum out, we saw that
the worm gear that drives it looked like the surface of
the moon.
Don Ford and I determined that we had to take
out the boom winch, which was difficult at best. The
size of the machine and the tightness of the room it
was in made it a difficult task. It took us two days to get
the boom winch out of the machine.
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The worm gear that drives the boom winch looked like the
surface of the moon.

The way we got the worm gear out was to
suspend a piece of 80 pound shafting from chains and
a fork lift to use as a battering ram. We probably hit it a
hundred times to move it out of position.

James Maddock with the worm gear freed from its housing.

The worm gear on the lathe being machined.

James Maddock, left, and Don Ford, right, pound the worm
gear out of its housing with a steel shaft battering ram.

The worm gear is about is about six inches in
diameter and about ten inches long, with the entire
shaft being longer than three feet and weighing about
200 pounds. Once we got the worm gear free, I took it
home and put it on my lathe and recut the face of the
gear.
James Maddock was fortunate to find a portion
of the gear that was undamaged to use as a surface to
set the angle of the tooling I was using.
Even so, the machining was brutal. It took 10
or 12 hours over the course of two days. I use carbide
tooling for the cutting edges, and periodically they
would hit a bump in the thing and crumble or push the
tool out of alignment. It was just very difficult.
The reason the boom hoist failed was because

The newly machined worm gear being reseated in the boom
winch gear box.
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in rainy weather water will run down the cables that
are holding the boom up and track right down into
the machine. So, as long as it was outside, it was filling
with water and then drying out and then refilling and
drying out and refilling. So it always had a supply of
fresh water and all those things that gears don’t like.
There’s a large bronze bearing that’s stuck onto
the gear. It has a flange on one end and there are some
dowel pins to locate it on the body of the winch. We
put it back together and we were hoping to just slide it
into position but it didn’t fit that way. We had to tap it
in and the dowel pins lined up perfectly. It was one of
the happy experiences we had when reassembling it.
When we put it all together and restrung the
proper size cable and ran the machine on air, the
machine raised the boom for the first time in who
knows how long. It functions perfectly, it operates
smoothly and as it was designed to do, so we’re very
happy with that.
Crowd Engine
The crowd engine on the 50-B is a separate
engine that controls what we call the dipper stick,
which is the boom with a bucket on the bottom. It gets
raised and a trap door opens and the material falls out.
The crowd engine runs the bucket up and down on its
own separate stick. There’s a gear train and a rack gear
that move it.
In September or October of 2011, we pulled
the whole thing off of the boom. It was important to
do that in order to run the engine to test the boom
winch anyway, because it has a gear train that’s fixed
in position and there’s no way to run it if it’s in place
because there’s no clutch, no way to disconnect it
without taking it off.

The crowd engine after being pulled off the boom.

I cut all of the bolts off with a torch because
they’re large and very tight. Then we wiggled the thing
out with a fork lift, rigged it up with chains and picked
it up with the fork lift.
Disassembling this thing was the filthiest job
I’ve ever done in my life. It had probably 50 years’
accumulation of grease. Once it was apart, Chuck
Jones and I cleaned it. All work was done in the Roots
Restoration Building.
I wish I could have taken the whole thing into my
shop: I would have been able to do it quicker, because
to do it in the restoration building I made about twenty

A battered crosshead.

Reconditioning a crosshead.
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The old and the new: piston rods.

trips from Comptche to Willits, an hour and a half
drive each way. But, since it weighs about a ton and a
half, I couldn’t carry it on the roof of my Jeep.
The previous parties that worked on the machine
during its working life repaired half of it: one side was
in much better condition than the other.
There was a lot of head scratching that went on
trying to figure out what to do with all those parts
because, even though we found the original parts
books in the Roots library, it didn’t come with an
instruction book, there was no motor manual.

The crossheads needed to be re-machined. The
crossheads are a part of the machine that changes
the linear motion of the pistons to the circular
motion of the crank shaft. The crosshead is basically
a slide connected to the piston. There’s a pivot in the
crosshead that the connecting rod connects to that gets
connected to the drive shaft.
Each piston has one of these crossheads. One
of them was basically tearing itself to pieces. The
bushings were destroyed. The small end of the rod
bearing had been distorted. The hole in the rod was
badly out of round. It was out of true, it was jammed,
and the pin in the center of the crosshead was badly
out of round. Every time the piston went back and
forth it was twisting and grinding.

Resurfacing the cylinder block.

Dave Tahja tightens bolts on the refurbished crowd engine.
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The wear surfaces on the cross heads are
adjustable with shims. To set the adjustment, one had
to disassemble it. And as long as you’re doing that you
might as well replace it.
The method of lubrication on the top side was
very inefficient as the upper half of these things wore
severely and the bottom half hardly wore at all.

The pistons were not damaged. There was just a
minor amount of wear within tolerance.
We also replaced the piston rods with new
chrome plated rods that run through the piston
packing. They’re much smoother as well as more
corrosion resistant. They’re not normally lubricated
except by the packing, which is impregnated with
graphite and forms its own sort of a bearing, which is
the support for the piston rod.
The clearances on the connecting rod bearings
were also reset. They’re made out of bronze and
have shims for adjusting the clearance. So I reset the
clearance by re-shimming it and did a little bit of
finessing the parts.
I also resurfaced the valve bodies, both the
moving portions and the body of the cylinder block.
The bushings at the top end of the connecting
rods were in bad shape and badly designed to begin
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So, for expedience, rather than using an
adjustable bushing I made a one piece round, nonadjustable bushing.

with. They were adjustable, but the system used was
inferior: a two piece cylindrical bearing. Most steam
engines use a two piece rectangular bearing, which has
better support and is easier to adjust. You can adjust
it at both ends so that, as the bushing wears, it’ll wear
evenly on both sides.
But with the circular bushings originally used
on this crowd engine, the effective length of the
connecting rods will change as things wear because the
bearings will move and wear everywhere. Then that in
turn wears the connecting rod. Then, when you tighten
it too much, which you basically have to do after a lot
of heavy use, it beats itself to pieces. It was busy doing
that.
If you use a rectangular bushing, you can use a
slot for its housing and it’ll be held in place and pivot
on the shaft, and the pieces will remain stationary.
With an adjustable cylindrical bushing, there’s no
way to keep the bushing from turning in its housing.
There’s also no easy way to compensate for the wear
on the outside of the bushing. We can adjust it on the
inside but not on the outside.

Alberto Celot
We received an email from Alberto Celot in Italy,
who wrote that he was going to build a 1:12 working
steam model of the Bucyrus-Erie 50-B because he
found the documents in the online catalog of the Roots
library.
As a result of Alberto’s inquiry, we located the
original purchase documents, work orders, repair
invoices, the original parts book that came with the
machine, and a large blueprint of the layout of the
machinery deck.
Alberto Celot has built many scale models
of steam machinery. His website is http://www.
vaporevivo.it/Vapore_Vivo/HomePage.html. We’re
looking forward to his visit from Italy to the Roots
Steam-up in September.
There are many photographs that we were unable
to include in this article. See more than 100 of them at
http://www.rootsofmotivepower.com/50-B.

Ken McCrary and Phil Jaques at the boom winch.
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A Visit to
The Bucyrus-Erie 50-B
by Jack Wade

Ken McCrary lowers the boom with the help of Phil Jaques.

Don Ford on the boom.

James Maddock under the deck.

James Maddock (left) and Don Ford (right)

One of the volunteer tasks that I accomplish each
week is to open the Roots of Motive Power Research
Library each Thursday afternoon for a short period,
from 1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
On June 21, I received a call at home from the
Mendocino County Museum regarding someone who
wanted to see the Guy F. Atkinson Company BucyrusErie 50-B steam shovel in the possession of Roots. The
Museum person asked the location of the machine so
it could be viewed. The machine is in the restoration
building in the Roots yard.
On arriving at the Museum around 1:00 p.m.,
I was told that the Roots yard was closed, and the
visitors had gone to lunch but would soon return.
About 30 minutes later, the couple, Roger and
Sally Krakow of San Mateo, California, appeared, still
wanting to see the steam shovel. As our converstion
progressed, they told me that they were close friends of
the Atkinson family, who had asked them to check on
the status of the machine.
Ray Atkinson, the last surviving son of Guy
Atkinson, had passed away the previous day, and the
family was curious about the machine. I was able to let
them go through the extensive documentation we have
on the machine, including all of the correspondence
between Roots and Duane Atkinson that led to Roots
acquiring the shovel for our collection.
We then walked out to the work area where the
shovel was located. I gave them a briefing on our use
of the machine and the repairs currently underway,
noting that it would be active for our coming
September Festival.
As we walked back to the museum, the Krakows
seemed quite pleased that we were actively using the
machine in our demonstrations. I got the impression
that the Atkinsom family thought the shovel might be
in pieces and in storage somewhere.
Mrs. Krakow phoned the family and related a
synopsis of our meeting, which seemed to be well
received. I was pleased that a donor of one of our
artifacts was interested in it, and that we were able to
state that we use it often.
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Moving Camp 6:
Finding A New Life For Timeless Logging Artifacts
by Chris Baldo

When I purchased the assets of the Western
Forest Industries Museum at Camp 6 in Tacoma, the
challenge was not so much moving the few artifacts
needed for the Roots of Motive Power collection from
Tacoma to Willits, but to find a home for the myriad
other items for which there was no need or limited
space.
With the scrap yards on the Tacoma mud flats
a short distance away, the 700 tons of logging iron on
Camp 6 had a distinct but unpalatable value. While
most people shared a heartfelt attachment to the Camp
6 artifacts and the recognized the value of preserving
logging industry history, the economic times and
the reality of the costs of preservation reduced the
number of capable individuals and organizations. The

long-term survival of the artifacts was a daunting and
challenging responsibility.
While the dispersal is not complete, an amazing
number of artifacts have found new homes, and I
applaud those that were willing to step up and accept
the responsibility for each “piece of the pie.” This article
is intended to be a photo essay of the loading process
at Camp 6, and to give credit to those individuals and
organizations willing to preserve a piece of logging
industry history.
I also need to acknowledge the efforts of Project
Manager Troy James, who can somehow keep cranes,
artifacts, trucks and people on schedule a thousand
miles from home.

Several Polson Logging Company artifacts were donated to the Polson Museum in Hoquiam, Washington, including this Polson
logging camp cabin from Quinault Camp 14, a set of Polson disconnect trucks, an ITT Rayonier Northwestern railroad speeder
and other items. (John Larson/Polson Museum photo)
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The Polson Logging Company
camp cabin after it safely arrived
home in Hoquiam, Washington,
for installation at the Railroad
Camp area of the Polson Museum.
(John Larson/Polson Museum
photo)

The Washington Iron Works pole
road donkey found a new home
at the Madera Fairgrounds in
Madera, California. The closing
of Camp 6 spawned some unique
world-class graffiti on much of the
equipment. (Troy James photo)

The Mount Rainier Scenic
Railroad at Mineral, Washington,
was the recipient of several items
in the Camp 6 collection, including
this Caterpillar RD-8 crawler
tractor and CARCO logging arch.
(Robert Beaucage photo)

Four of the Polson Logging Camp
Cabins were donated to the
Mount Rainier Scenic Railroad at
Mineral. The cabins were carefully
packaged and braced to survive
the move. (Robert Beaucage
photo)

One of the Kapowsin logging
cabins also was destined for
Mineral as a Forestry Interpretive
Center for the Mount Rainier
Scenic Railroad. (Robert
Beaucage photo)

Two Polson cabins rest on trucks
on the right, ready for transport
to the Mount Rainier Scenic
Railroad. The cookhouse is minus
its clerestory cupola for the trip.
The other two MRSR Polson
cabins are on the left. (Robert
Beaucage photo)
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The Mount Rainier Scenic
Railroad also received this historic
Polson/Rayonier wooden caboose
shown being lifted off of its trucks.
(Robert Beaucage photo)

The Northern Pacific Railway
Museum at Toppenish,
Washington, was happy to
acquire two valuable Northern
Pacific artifacts. This NP log car
is being lifted to a waiting truck
for transport. (Robert Beaucage
photo)

Some of the real Camp 6
treasures were to be found
under the Polson camp cabins.
Included were three old and
rare Northern Pacific Railway
wooden flatcars, preserved by
the roofs of the cabins above. One
of the NP wooden cars is being
loaded for the Northern Pacific
Railway Museum in Toppenish,
Washington. (Robert Beaucage
photo)

The NP log car, the NP flatcar, and
the NPRy trucks are loaded ready
for transport to the Northern
Pacific Railway Museum in
Toppenish, Washington. (Robert
Beaucage photo)

An Anderson Logging Company
lowbed from Fort Bragg,
California, prepares to depart
Camp 6 with the Washington Iron
Works Duplex Loader. The steam
donkey is currently on display
near the Company’s truck shop in
Fort Bragg. (Troy James photo)

The George Chaney Timber
Company Ohio Locomotive Crane
found an appropriate home at the
Oregon Coast Historical Society
in Coos Bay, Oregon, near the
Chaney Timber Company home
of Coquille, Oregon. (Robert
Beaucage photo)
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The house for the Ohio Locomotive
Crane is lowered gently onto a
waiting lowbed. The crew from the
Oregon Coast Historical Society
was able to use an air compressor
to operate the steam engines to
assist in the dismantling of the
crane. (Robert Beaucage photo)

The car body of the Ohio
Locomotive Crane being placed on
a lowbed trailer.
(Robert Beaucage photo)

Also destined for the Oregon Coast
Historical Society at Coos Bay is
the 8-ton Plymouth locomotive,
the “Jack Hall.” The locomotive
is lettered as the Point Defiance,
Quinault & Klickitat Railroad
#2689. The little locomotive was
used to move all the railroad
equipment into position for
loading, including the Shay and
the Ohio crane. (Robert Beaucage
photo)

The 20-ton Whitcomb diesel
locomotive, the Point Defiance,
Quinault and Klickitat #40133 is
loaded on a truck and headed to
the Roots of Motive Power facility
at Willits, California.
(Robert Beaucage photo)

The treated wooden sled from
under the Washington Duplex
Loader is loaded on an Anderson
Logging Company lowbed for the
trip to the Roots of Motive Power
facility in Willits, California.
(Robert Beaucage photo)

The City of Gig Harbor,
Washington, will be receiving
this two-drum “Tacoma” steam
donkey built by the Puget
Sound Iron Works of Tacoma,
Washington. The donkey will be
placed at the city’s Donkey Creek
Park. (Robert Beaucage photo)
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At the front of a line of Anderson
Logging Company trucks is the
Willamette 12 x 14 Humboldt
Yarder (minus boiler) headed
to Willits, California, for the
personal collection of Chris Baldo.
The boiler is just out of sight on
the third Anderson truck. (Troy
James photo)

Getting the huge sled for the
Willamette 12 x 14 Humboldt
Yarder to sit on its bunks to
make a legal highway load was a
challenge. Here Snell Crane moves
the sled into position. (Robert
Beaucage photo)

Yes, this is how the sled for the
Willamette 12 x 14 travelled to
Willits, California. The sled had
to travel at an angle to reduce
the width of the load for highway
permits. (Robert Beaucage photo)

The Shay looks almost complete,
minus its drivelines, after the
locomotive and tender were pulled
out of engine house for the loading
process. The locomotive is headed
to Willits, California, for the
personal collection of Chris Baldo.
(Robert Beaucage photo)

The Jack Hall has moved the Shay
into position for loading and the
185-ton hydraulic crane from
Snell Crane Services positions the
spreader bars for loading. (Dan
Simmering photo)

Klickitat Shay #7 is lowered onto
a waiting lowbed trailer. The
locomotive without its trucks
weighted in at 91,000 pounds,
a little less than expected. (Dan
Simmering photo)
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The 1929 Pacific Coast model
Shay sits on a Redmond lowbed
ready to be tied down for its
trip to Willits, California. (Dan
Simmering photo)

The Shay’s tender tank is placed
on a flatbed trailer for the move
to Willits, California. The tender
is lettered for the Klickitat Log
and Lumber Company, which was
acquired by the St. Regis Paper
Company. St. Regis donated the
locomotive to Camp 6 Logging
Museum in 1964. (Robert
Beaucage photo)

The truck for the Shay tender is
placed on a flatbed trailer. The
truck under the tender on the Shay
is driven, providing power to all
wheels on the locomotive.
(Robert Beaucage photo)

One of the Polson Logging
Company side dump cars is placed
on the flatbed trailer along with
the Shay tender parts for the trip
to Willits, California.
(Robert Beaucage photo)

Klickitat Shay #7 being lowered
onto its trucks on its new display
track in Willits, California. (Ree
Slocum photo)

The Willamette 12 x 14 Humboldt
Yarder (minus boiler) about to be
unloaded in Willits, California.
(Ree Slocum photo)
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The Shay’s tender is lowered onto
trucks in position behind the
locomotive. (Ree Slocum photo)

Troy James takes a well-deserved
break. (Ree Slocum photo)

A camp cabin is lowered onto a
flatcar. Using a crane is easier
than using two forklifts the way
another camp cabin was unloaded
in the Roots yard. (Ree Slocum
photo)

Library Report: Guy F. Atkinson Company,
Binders TN 340.01 OS and TN 340.02 OS
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by Dirk Johnson

Among the many treasures in the Roots of
Motive Power library are two three-inch binders titled
“Guy F. Atkinson Company,” that contain documents
relating to the Bucyrus-Erie 50-B, serial number
11500, which was donated to Roots in 1992 by the Guy
F. Atkinson Company under the direction of Duane E.
Atkinson.
The binders contain a wide variety of documents,
ranging in date from 1928 to 1993. Binder two contains
the original purchase orders for both the 11500 and
its identical twin 11501 and the bill
of sale for the 11500 once it had been
completely paid for. Both binders
contain bills of lading, letters, work
records, photographs, invoices, repair
documents, repair and maintainence
manuals, drawings, blueprints, and
histories relating to the Bucyrus-Erie
50-B steam shovel in the Roots of
Motive Power collection.
As a result of a request from
Alberto Celot of Italy, James Maddock
and I discovered the original 50-B
parts book in Binder 2, which also
includes a blueprint that was useful
both to Alberto and to James.
As an example of the sort of
historical detail for the machine that
can be gleaned from these binders,
we’ll take a brief look at the Guy
F. Atkinson Company request for
80 foot booms for the 50-Bs to be
manufactured of silicon steel by M.
P. McCaffrey, Manufacturer of MPM
Products.
M. P. McCaffrey responded
with a typewritten letter dated
February 6, 1937, to A. E. Holt’s
request for a quotation for the boom
in the drawing to be made from
silicon steel:
“We are unable to get the
size of the angle your sketch
calls for of Silicon Steel.
“We can get 4” x 4” x 3/8”
and 2¼” x 2¼” x ¼” and we may be
able to get some 4” x 4” x ¼”.

“This is all the Silicon we can furnish and
all other parts on the boom will be the usual
kind of steel.”

This proposal appears to have been accepted,
because there’s an M.P. McCaffrey invoice #3570, dated
February 8, 1937, for “2 – 80’ booms as per sketch for
50 B Bucyrss (sic), Serial # 11500 & 11501, $785.00,
$1570.00, Sales tax $47.10: $1617.10.”
Come to the Roots of Motive Power library,
located in the Mendocino County Musesum, and see
what you can discover.

A drawing for 80 foot booms sent by Air Mail Special Delivery on February 5, 1937,
to M. P. McCaffery in Los Angeles, California, requesting a quotation for their
manufacture in silicon steel to be sent by wire, although the 50-Bs were snowed in
at Bonneville.

